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INTRODUCTION


China has witnessed a flexural development of land
market since reform and opening up.



Dualistic structure of the land system——all urban
lands are owned by the state(guoyou) and all rural
lands are owned by the collective (jiti).



China’s land market opened in 1987 when Shenzhen began to
implement the paid utilization system for urban land, while the
rural lands are always denied by the government and can not
enter the market directly.
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INTRODUCTION


The absence of a rural land market has resulted in
inefficient land allocation practices and substantive
value capture when rural lands convert to urban uses.



The development of urban land market shifting from planed
economy to marketing economy has attracted a massive
movement of capital and labors, which caused an increasing
demand of construction land and abandon of rural construction
land.
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INTRODUCTION


On the other hand, because rural lands cannot enter the land
market directly, rural-urban conversions are controlled by the
central and local governments.



Rural lands are oftentimes expropriated without sufficient
compensation for landowners, and are subsequently leased to
developers for excessively high rents.
The government shares the budget as a percent of as finance
as land acquisition.
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INTRODUCTION


Improving the efficiency of land markets and
narrowing this value gap is of increasing interest
among governments, scholars and farmers in China.



In 2005, Guangdong provincial government established a
management plan that outlined the rights of rural land use
conversions, which stated that rural development lands may
enter the land market in the form of leases.



In 2010, the government of Nanhai district began to regulate
the transaction of rural collective assets—the first time rural
land entered the market in China.
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QUESTIONS


What happens when rural construction land market
legally opens to urban developers?



What is the spatiotemporal heterogeneity of newly
rural-urban construction land market since 2010?
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STUDY AREAS AND DATA


Empirical analysis of Nanhai



Data:



the dataset used here included 417 urban plots and 1,786 rural
plots that traded during from 2010 to 2015.



The socio-economic statistic data, such as demographic variables,
were obtained from the Nanhai Statistical Yearbook 2010-2015
(NSY, 2010-2015)
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STUDY AREAS AND DATA
Data processing
The lease period of rural land is much shorter than that of
urban land. For comparison of rural and urban markets,
Income Capitalization Approach (ICA, model 1) is used to
convert the rent of rural construction land lease to land price.
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METHODS


Mapping price over time with GIS



In order to map the changes in land prices, we converted textbased transaction records on spatial location to actual spatial
locations via GIS for 2,285 points. Then a spatial interpolation
method, Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW), is used to calculate
the interpolation value using a weighted average (model 2).
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METHODS


Estimating the hedonic price model



We developed a HPM to estimate what land characteristics
influenced the price of individual properties.
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RESULTS


Spatiotemporal price trends for rural-urban
development land markets



Temporal : two stages—2010-2012 and 2013-2015.
Rural lands sold for development were primarily
concentrated in Xiqiao and Guicheng during 2010 to 20112.
The number of sold plots, however, diminished sharply
between 2013 and 2015.
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RESULTS


Spatiotemporal price trends for rural-urban
development land markets
Spatial:
(1)prices in northern Nanhai
were considerably higher
than that in the south ;
(2)the number of rural
parcels sold was greater
than that of urban use;
(3) rural lands were
primarily located in Xiqiao
and Guicheng .
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RESULTS
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Hedonic model results
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RESULTS


Hedonic model results



From the interaction item, the slope for residential land rose
with size, and the other three land use types dropped.
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION


Conclusions



First, from the spatial-temporal changes of land price, rural and
urban construction land increased during our study period. Indeed,
the price gradient between North and South is evident.



Second, there is a relative stable price difference between the rural
and urban construction lands. And property attributes, such as lot
size, the distances to center and road, and industrial output have
negative effects on the land price, while other characteristics have
the opposite.



Lastly, there exist interaction effects between land use types and
lot size (IELULS) on price.
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION


Discussion



We grouped six years into two periods of the three year time scale
(2010-2012 and 2013-2015) which is inconsistent with China’s national
and local five year plan of national economic development.
We employed district, town and parcel up-down spatial hierarchy scales
to identify the developing features of rural-urban construction land
market.
IELULSs among residential, commercial, industrial and other lands we
found may be different in ownerships and land development patterns.
Finally, China’s unique two-tiered ownership structure and socialist
characteristics, unlike the western free market economies, may play an
important role in the price mechanism of rural-urban construction land
markets.
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Thank you
for your attention!

Email: wenlanjiao@webmail.hzau.edu.cn
Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, P.R. China
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